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ONE fruitful organizing theme around which to write thehistory of the worship of the Church of England in the earlypart of the twentieth century might be that of the revival of
ancient practice. In church music, for instance, the early years of the
century saw the gradual readoption of plainsong, the rediscovery of the
repertoire of the Tudor and Stuart Church, and the adoption of English
folk-song, most visibly in the English Hymnal of 1907.1 In the placing of
contemporary visual art in churches, however, the contrast is marked.
Recent analysis of this period has tended to posit a Church largely
indifferent to the visual arts, except for the activities of isolated individ-
uals, and of two men in particular: George Bell, Bishop of Chichester,
and Walter Hussey, Dean of Chichester and formerly Vicar of St
Matthew’s, Northampton.2 This sense was shared by Sir Kenneth Clark,
former Director of the National Gallery, in a retirement tribute to
Hussey, with whose patronage Clark had collaborated since the early
1940s. ‘What’ he asked ‘has the Church done in the way of enlightened
patronage of contemporary art in the present century?’ Only one man,
Hussey, ‘has had the courage and insight to maintain – I wish I could
say revive – the great tradition of patronage by individual churchmen’.3
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Many and various voices in the period saw a need for a revival in eccle-
siastical art. George Bell passed a faculty for a mural painting by Hans
Feibusch in a Sussex church in 1954, to the approval of the architectural
historian Alec Clifton-Taylor. In a letter to the Times, he praised Bell’s
‘courageous decision’ that ‘will have given much satisfaction to those
who are concerned that the Church shall once again become what it
was all through the Middle Ages, and to a less extent [sic] in the Stuart
and Georgian periods too, a major patron of living art.’4 The sculptor
Henry Moore noted to Hussey that Christianity had been ‘the inspira-
tion of most of Europe’s greatest painting and sculpture – and the
Church in the past has encouraged and employed the greatest artists’.
However, this great tradition had become lost in recent years, and
church art was often afflicted with an ‘affected and sentimental pretti-
ness’.5 John Rothenstein, Director of the Tate Gallery, argued that ‘for a
well-known artist to make a painting or a piece of sculpture for a
church is news so startling as to be announced in headlines.’ This was a
recent phenomenon, rather than the norm, since ‘in earlier ages the
paintings and sculpture made to communicate the Christian message
were amongst the supreme works of man.’6
This essay makes two distinct but related points. It sets aside the
degree to which this attempted revival was a success, however defined,
and also the veracity of Clark’s sense of the uniqueness of Hussey’s role
in it. It seeks firstly to begin to sketch the web of connections between
the clerical and artistic worlds, and to suggest that the impetus for and
shape of this putative ‘revival from above’ derived in large part from an
informal yet determined alliance of interested clergy, artists, and critics.
Secondly, by examining both the similarities and differences of motiva-
tion among the constituent parts of this informal church-artistic ‘estab-
lishment’, it will suggest that the anticipated shape of this ‘revival’
depended on whose revival it was to be.
* * *
The period immediately before, during and after the Second World
War was characterized by a particular set of conditions under which
debate on religious art was conducted within and on the periphery of
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the Church of England; conditions which, whilst not unique to the
Church of England, were uniquely operative within it. In 1944 George
Bell convened a conference on the Church and the artist, to be held at
the episcopal palace in Chichester, with the express intention of
‘mutual interpretation’ between the Church and the artist. Unsurpris-
ingly, the conference was attended by local clergy and by Bell’s Dean,
Arthur Stuart Duncan Jones, but also by the Jesuit Martin D’Arcy of
Campion Hall, Oxford, well known for his interest in the arts.7 The
visual arts were well represented, with relatively conservative figures
such as Charles Wheeler and W. T. Monnington rubbing shoulders
with the more controversial Henry Moore and Duncan Grant. As well
as architects Sir Herbert Baker, Edward Maufe and Francis Xavier
Velarde, the critics T. S. Eliot and Eric Newton and the writer and
Christian apologist Dorothy L. Sayers were also present.8 The list of
attendees could scarcely have been bettered in range and eminence.
The present author has, with Ian Jones, elsewhere posited the exis-
tence of an informal church musical ‘establishment’, in which clergy
and professional church musicians met, corresponded and debated with
a concerned network of musicologists, professional musicians in secular
contexts and other musical and cultural critics.9 Although considerably
less well developed, the diversity and eminence of the assembled dele-
gates at the Chichester conference suggest that a similar network for
the visual arts existed in and around the Church of England. This
network functioned in several ways. Both Bell and Hussey were assid-
uous correspondents and worked hard to ensure the involvement of the
most influential voices in decision-making. A proposed painting by
Duncan Grant and Vanessa Bell in the parish church of Berwick in East
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Sussex went to a consistory court hearing in 1941, and Bell mustered, as
witnesses in favour, Kenneth Clark and T. A. Fennemore of the Central
Institute of Art and Design.10 Hussey’s most prominent commissions of
the 1940s, by Henry Moore and Graham Sutherland, were unveiled by
Kenneth Clark in the case of the Moore, and Sir Eric Maclagan,
Director of the Victoria and Albert Museum, for Sutherland.11
It was also the case that channels of communication were available
for members of this network to communicate with each other and with
the wider public. Periodicals such as Theology carried pieces on the rela-
tionship between the Church and the arts by clergy and theologians,
but also by critics (Eric Newton of the Manchester Guardian) and art
historians (T. S. R. Boase, director of the Courtauld Institute).12 The
Student Movement, a university term-time periodical from the press of
the Student Christian Movement, carried a series of reproductions of
modern works of art with accompanying commentary from (amongst
others) Nikolaus Pevsner.13 Although the discussions were dominated
by those within the established Church, they were not confined within
it. Hussey corresponded in March 1944 with Iris Conlay, art editor of
the New Catholic Herald, over her coverage of the Moore ‘Madonna and
Child’.14 John Rothenstein, as well as his work as Director of the Tate
Gallery, sat on the advisory committee on decoration for Westminster
Cathedral.15
This discussion was not confined to the religious press. Both Bell
and Hussey were to be published in the artistic periodical The Studio,
and Vogue carried a series of pieces on religious art in 1947–8.16 The
Architectural Review published a debate on Henry Moore between the
Christian critic Eric Newton and the self-confessed ‘pagan’ Geoffrey
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Grigson, under the chairmanship of Nikolaus Pevsner, as well as
comment on the early plans for the new Coventry Cathedral.17 The
message was also carried overseas, with articles appearing in London
Calling (part of the BBC’s overseas work), the Near East Post, and the
New York-based Magazine of Art.18
There was also a period in the 1940s and early 1950s when this
discussion spread from the specialist press into the mainstream media.
Hussey’s work at Northampton was reported very widely in the local
and national press, and John Rothenstein’s article, noted above, was
published by the mass circulation Picture Post.19 Broadcast media also
took note, with Bell more than once appearing in The Listener.20 Hussey
was to take part in a television broadcast in 1948, alongside the artist
Mary Kessel and the Keeper of Sculptures at the V&A, H. D. Moles-
worth, and chaired by the Archdeacon of London, O. H. Gibbs-Smith.21
What, then, were to be the features of this ‘revival’? One vision,
closest to the hearts of critics, was that of the clergyman as an enlight-
ened individual patron. Kenneth Clark’s tribute to Walter Hussey
described the history of the Church’s interaction with the artist as a
highly personalized one, rather than one conducted through institu-
tional structures. For Clark, ‘the notion that Christian art at its best was
the product of an institution is not borne out by history.’ It was
Hussey’s qualities as ‘aesthete, impressario and indomitable persuader’
that had made him ‘the last great patron of art in the Church of
England.’22 For Eric Newton, Hussey had been successful in his
commissioning of Henry Moore, a sculptor without a track record in
religious art, because Hussey possessed the two necessary requirements:
‘a courageous unprejudiced view of the theme . . . and a real under-
standing of the artist.’23
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A tension between the personal and the institutional can be seen in
the different approaches of Bell and Hussey. Hussey worked on a highly
personal level, becoming on several occasions a friend and confidante to
those he commissioned, but leaving little institutional framework
behind him at his retirement. Bell, by contrast, repeatedly attempted to
put in place structures that might maintain the work of fostering art in
the Church. He attempted to set up a guild of church craftsmen
attached to Chichester cathedral, under clerical direction but func-
tioning on a semi-commercial basis.24 He also attempted to remodel the
office of Treasurer at the cathedral to take on a diocese-wide role of
fostering artistic work.25
If an emphasis on reviving the patron-client relationship was one
more characteristic of lay and art-critical voices, clerical commentators
tended to invest the revival of Christian art with wider significance. A
frequent theme in the discussion was the need to reverse the alienation
of the worker from his labour, and the disconnection of the world of
work from the Christian life. Much thought had been given in the early
part of the period to the place of the worker in industrial civilization
and how to make concrete the principle of ‘laborare est orare’.26 John
Betjeman told a congregation at Northampton of a state of ‘mechanical
barbarism’ in which ‘we let machines run our lives. We listen but we do
not sing; we read, but we do not write; we feel, but we do not think; we
buy, but we do not make; we judge things by money standards because
money buys us escape from the roaring lunacy around us.’27 For Bell,
the engagement of artists in work for the Church was part of a wider
vision of the nature of the church community and its relationship with
its environs. ‘Man’s life, man’s interests, man’s gifts, should be brought
there for a special consecration. . . . And in the offering of a man’s gifts,
his labour and his sacrifice, the art not only of the architect, but of the
sculptor, the painter and the craftsman has each its peculiar signifi-
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cance.’28 Sir Eric Maclagan, in the same sermon series as Betjeman,
meditated on the words of the catechism on the duty to ‘learn and
labour truly to get mine own living, and to do my duty in that state of
life, unto which it shall please God to call me.’ It was thus for the artists
to ‘devote themselves to their Art . . . all serving God, certainly not only
(perhaps in some cases, not at all) in specifically religious work.’29 In this
scheme, the artist had as clear a vocation to serve as the priest.
So it was that artists, critics and clergy saw a need for change at an
individual, microcosmic level, but with different stresses placed on
component parts of the synthesis. It was also the case that the ‘establish-
ment’ pursued change at the national level. That there was a natural
and inevitable causal connection between the life of a nation or civiliza-
tion and its reflection and embodiment in the arts was deeply ingrained
in much of the artistic thought of this period. The period under discus-
sion here was more characterized by attempts to communicate and
popularize that connection, utilizing theological work already in place
from the 1920s.30 John Rothenstein argued that, if the contents of
twentieth-century British churches were the only evidence available to
a later observer, ‘our civilisation would be found shallow, vulgar, timid
and complacent, the meanest there has ever been.’31 A. G. Hebert saw
that in architecture ‘the design expresses the spirit of a period and a
civilization’ and so ‘sin likewise expresses itself in ugliness: the mean-
ness and sordidness of modern commercialism has stamped its image
on [parts of] Bristol and Birmingham.’32
When handled by artists and critics, the importance of this organic
relation between art and society tended to lead to an emphasis on the
precise relation with modern art. Was a revival in the arts one that
should draw on authentic roots (and that was therefore necessarily
stylistically archaic) or one that should in contrast reflect the spirit of
the age, and be therefore expressed in the most contemporary style of
the day? For the critic Benedict Nicolson, Graham Sutherland, through
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his highly contemporary Northampton Crucifixion, ‘voices the present
crisis in civilisation.’33 The mural painter Hans Feibusch identified a
strong tendency in the Church to ‘shirk the question of style and cling
to long-established forms and symbols.’ This was for Feibusch a
dangerous policy of isolation, which ‘tends to separate the Church and
all it stands for still more from the rest of modern life and put it into a
remote corner. The ordinary man who easily takes the Church for a
relic from the past, does so not least for its appearance.’34
Bell often stressed the necessary connection between art and con-
temporary culture. Religious art ‘is not a thing which can be isolated
from the general artistic movement of an age. Confine it and it
becomes corrupted, its expression a dead letter.’35 However, if critics
and artists tended to express a rather static sense of the connection
between a society and its art, it was the case that clergy and theologians
viewed the arts as more instrumental in a dynamic process by which the
Church was to revive and transform society at a national level. At its
lowest pitch, this was expressed as a hope that the arts might provide a
means of communication with the unchurched. Hussey suggested that
a revived association between the Church and the artist ‘would mean
that Christian truth would be proclaimed in fresh voices, of increasing
and lasting range, audible to many with whom the Church has unfor-
tunately grown out of touch in recent years.’36 Even if pictorial art was
no longer the only means of educating an illiterate laity, as (it was often
noted) had been the case in medieval England, it still had a role in
communicating Christian truth.
This generalized missionary theme was transposed to a higher key
by the general sense of societal crisis as the 1930s progressed, and
during the war years. Bell, amongst others on the episcopal bench, was
acutely aware that the sickness that had afflicted Europe could only be
cured through a reconnection of European civilization with its Chris-
tian roots.37 For Bell and others, the arts were both symptom of the
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malaise and part of its cure, for behind the actual war of 1939 there ‘lies
the spiritual war. There is a totalitarianism of democracy as well as of
dictatorship. The life of the spirit is no less gravely threatened by the
mechanisation of culture which the former causes than by the brutal
tyranny of the latter.’ Fundamentally, European civilization had fallen
out of communion with its source. However, a hopeful sense that all
was not lost became stronger in Bell’s thinking as the outcome of the
war became gradually clearer. ‘Religion and art, the Church and the
artist, may yet do something together again to transform the spiritual
life of Europe. . . . There is a void in the human soul, crying out to be
filled.’38 The correspondence between Bell and Hans Feibusch suggests
that the latter caught some of Bell’s vision.39 The horrors of the war
meant that the naive and childish language of past religious art would
not do in the new world of 1946: ‘Only the most profound, tragic,
moving, sublime vision can redeem us.’40
* * *
Strikingly absent from the voices that could be heard in connection
with religious art in this period were those of the non-specialist laity.
Hussey stressed on several occasions that the congregation of St
Matthew’s had, with a little perseverance on their part, come to accept
and indeed love Moore’s ‘Madonna and Child’, despite the opprobrium
heaped upon it by the local press.41 However, despite this, the prevailing
sense was that this was a revival that would require leadership, and that
would attract lay opposition. Kenneth Clark told the Northampton
congregation that the Moore sculpture ‘may worry some simple people,
it may raise indignation in the minds of self-centred people, and it may
lead arrogant people to protest.’42 The work of Robert Hewison has
described a wider project of cultural elevation in the post-war years, in
which the masses, so sorely tested during the war, should share in the
treasures of high culture, disseminated by a national cultural bureau-
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cracy.43 The picture that emerges from an examination of this
attempted revival in Christian art was of a movement dominated by a
determined coalition of religious, artistic and cultural experts. This
essay has eschewed direct consideration of the actual success or other-
wise of the attempt. However, as Kenneth Clark’s tribute to Walter
Hussey (quoted at the beginning of this essay) suggests, there was little
sense among the members of this coalition that anything more than a
start had been made. Much fundamental research remains to be done
on the period after 1955, but it may be suggested that the ubiquity of
the visual arts in the cathedrals at the time of writing should be viewed
as a more recent achievement.
It is also the case that the varying standpoints of the stakeholders in
this process account for the differences in emphasis. Critics and artists,
and the cultural bureaucrats who supported them, tended to analyse
the situation in static terms. It was simply in the nature of things that
the national Church should be a major patron of the contemporary
artist, both for the sake of the artist at local level, and to reflect the
natural connection of religious art and national culture. Clergy were
more likely to be proactive, and to view the arts as instrumental in a
revival of Christian thought and practice both personal and collective,
particularly under conditions of perceived crisis during the war years.
In beginning to understand this attempted revival, then, it is necessary
both to consider precisely what it was that was to be revived, and also
whose revival it was to be.
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